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BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
COACHING & MENTORING

Spotlight Sessions
Spotlight Coaching oﬀers business strategy and digital innovation
to help you grow your business and get the results you want...
in a way that is perfectly aligned with who you are AND who you
want to be.

Dedicated time to review
and grow your business

A Spotlight Session usually consists of spending an hour or two
together 1-1 (either over a video call or face-to-face in Warrington)
reviewing your overall business model, or an aspect of your business
where you need help or a boost. The time and focus is entirely on
you and your business, and you set and lead the agenda.
During the session, I utlisise logical strategy, big picture perspective
and creative thinking to pinpoint insights and spot opportunities.
Together, we will blend self-awareness, business strategy, creative
inspiration and techy geekiness to help you create systems,
overcome obstacles and take your business to the next level.

Special Offer:

First session discount – 2 hours for the price of 1
Get in touch
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Borrow my Brain
Have an idea down on paper but not sure where to take it next? Or
you’ve slaved over website copy but not sure you are really
conveying your message with the impact you’d like? Or perhaps you
have mapped out the chapters of your book but feel like something
is missing?

Tap into my expetise
with support over email

Developing projects or ideas can be a lonely job when you work
alone. Recognizing there is a gap or something isn’t ﬂowing is not
that useful unless you can also ﬁgure out what to do next. “Borrow
my Brain” is your chance to tap into my knowledge, experience and
creativity to get a valuable second opinion or an important new
perspective.
Working together over email, you share the ideas or content you’d
like help with and I’ll reply with thoughts and suggestions to help you
achieve your objectives as simply and eﬀectively as possible.

Examples

Reviewing copy for articles, blogs or your website
Summarising content and ideas for books or programmes
Helping to package information for webinars or online courses
Understanding client feedback and ways of actioning it
Identifying tech platforms and delivery methods for the best way of sharing
content eﬀectively - best suited to you and your business model.
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Combine services to get
the holistic support you need

Packages
Packages combine coaching/mentoring sessions with time for
dedicated design/business development at a reduced rate.
In brief, you commit to working together for 3 months to take
advantage of a sliding scale of discounts on my services (of up to
£180).
Working together over time gives me greater insight into you and
your business and so I can better provide the right support for your
growth and success.
Packages run for 3 months and are payable monthly in advance, with
an option to add additional time at a discounted rate. There are four
tiers of support available as follows:

Options
Starter

1 hour spotlight session and 2 hours of Design/Borrow my
Brain time per month

Essential

1 hour spotlight session and 4 hours of Design/Borrow my
Brain time per month

Enterprise

2 hours of spotlight sessions and 2 hours of Design/Borrow
my Brain time per month

Professional

2 hours of spotlight sessions and 4 hours of Design/Borrow
my Brain time per month.
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Standard Design
Choosing a designer to help you grow your business is an important
decision. Who will really understand you and your business AND
have the skills to create and/or strengthen your brand? When you
are investing in your projects, you want to be sure the results will
live up to your expectations.

Design and branding
for your unique business

My services are more than just design or branding. In addition to my
digital and graphic design skills, I am an experienced coach. So I
know what it takes to get your message out in an aligned and
coherent way. Plus I ask the key questions to ensure that what I
create is a perfect ﬁt for your vision and objectives.
Because I understand that the bottom line is essential to the small
business, I’m a ﬁrm believer in ﬁnding the most straight-forward and
cost eﬀective design solutions. These include (but are not limited to)
the following:

Examples

Branding including logos, images, brand guidelines and business cards
Documents such as leaﬂets, handouts, slides, forms, templates and PDFs
Sales and other web pages
Email marketing, campaigns and newsletters
Content creation for social media and marketing including photographs,
memes/gifs, videos, audios and podcasts.
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Signature Projects
If you have a big project in mind — whether you want to write a
book, launch a podcast, give your website a makeover or something
completely original and innovative, Signature Projects is a complete
and comprehensive design and development solution.

Your most important
projects in safe hands

Extensive projects can be costly – both in terms of money, resource
and energy. So it is essential for the small business to see a return on
that investment. The worst outcome isn’t just one that doesn’t
deliver, it’s the one that takes you in completely the wrong direction.
The perfect solution needs to be an absolute match for you, for your
clients AND for your future.
Signature Projects aren’t a case of one size ﬁts all. With extensive
skills in coaching, I know how to elicit the key objectives of your
project ensuring that you get the right results at the right time for
your business.

Examples

Book publishing /eBooks
Marketing or product brochures
Websites
Social Media set up including branding and design
Email Marketing conﬁguration — List creation, campaigns, templates,
autoresponders etc.
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Online Courses
As a small business, income potential is often limited by the hours
you have available. If you are working on a billable hour/day model,
the time you spend with clients is where you earn your money. To
increase your turnover, you need to increase client time.

Move beyond hourly rates
and build passive income

That may work initially, but as you get more successful, you likely
spend all your time with clients with little left for your business or
your life! The truth is that a business based purely on billable hours is
rarely sustainable. So what's the alternative?
I help clients to develop passive income streams by creating online
courses and membership sites. Whether that is running a course on
your website or utlising one of the many external platforms available,
I’ll help you to ﬁnd the right match for your objectives. These aren't a
quick ﬁx and won't work for every business but in the right context
and done the right way, they can be the secret to taking your
business to the next level and skyrocketing your success.

Examples of online courses
Teaching/hosted platform
Self-hosted online course (on wordpress website)
Social Media Membership areas.
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WANT TO FIND OUT MORE?
Simply download and complete the enquiry form
and return via email to tiﬀany@tiﬀanykay.com

DOWNLOAD NOW

Or get in touch through one of the following:

e
w

tiﬀany@tiﬀanykay.com
tiﬀanykay.com
facebook.com/tiﬀanykayfan
instagram.com/tiﬀanykaycreative
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